200 kW POWER GENERATION

Honeywell’s 200kW generator sets the new industry standard for compact, continuous high power density

**Speed**
18,000 RPM - 24,000 RPM

**Engine Types**
Pairs perfectly with turbine or diesel engine

**Design Efficiency**
90% at rated load

**Cooling**
Oil conduction and spray

**Compact Design**
Roughly 8 inches by 10 inches

---

**BENEFITS**
- Highest power density in industry
- Generator weighs a mere 56lbs; similar systems are 5X heavier
- AC Power: Generator + Generator Control Unit (62lbs total)
- Capable of up to 240VAC (1600 Hz)
- DC Power: Includes AC Systems + Rectifier Bridge (100lbs total)
- Capable of 300VDC or 600VDC

---
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